Saturday, November 4, 2023
Bisbee Science Lab, 519 Melody Lane, Bisbee, AZ or via ZOOM

Introduction to Agrivoltaics – 9:00 AM – 10:00 AM
Ben Davis and Mark Ortega, Noyce Borderlands Master Teacher Fellows
Embark on an enriching journey into the world of agrivoltaics. In this session you will learn what agrivoltaics is, be introduced to agrivoltaics kits, and become familiar with how to request kits for your classroom. Ignite your students' curiosity and cultivate sustainability in your classroom with this unique learning experience!
ACCESS SESSION VIA ZOOM AT: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/87601552975

Math Teacher Circles – Logic Puzzles 10:15 AM – 11:15 AM
Elizabeth Doran, Noyce Borderlands Master Teacher Fellow
Join us as we explore the many ways you can use logic puzzles to help your students develop their critical thinking skills. These deductive reasoning exercises are a fun way to build a foundation they will use when analyzing data, solving problems, drawing reasonable conclusions and justifying their answers. In this session we will become more familiar with how to develop the deductive reasoning skills for success in any content area, and across many grade bands, by making student thinking visible.
ACCESS SESSION VIA ZOOM AT: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/85445014290

Sky Island STEAM Express: Thinking Like a Practitioner: Hydrology 12:30 PM – 2:30 PM
Leslie Ferre, Noyce Borderlands Master Teacher Fellow & Amie Esteves, Program Director, Bisbee Science Lab
Participants of this 2-hour PD will become familiar with the opportunities available through the Bisbee Science Lab’s (BSL) Sky Island STEAM Express Mobile Lab. This year’s BSL Mobile Lab experience will provide foundations to engage students in multiple STEM practices through the discipline of hydrology. Participants will engage with and receive curriculum for learning activities related to the Mobile Lab visit. The BSL Mobile Lab is designed for all age groups and can be scheduled to visit your school by contacting Amie Esteves, BSL, Program Director at amie@bisbeesciencelab.org
ACCESS SESSION VIA ZOOM AT: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/87222340521

JOIN US!
ONE SATURDAY PER MONTH
IN-PERSON or VIA ZOOM
CEU CREDITS & COMPLIMENTARY LUNCH
For more Information contact:
Eric Meyer, Sin Fronteras Director
ericmeyer@arizona.edu

Sin Fronteras Fall 2023 Schedule:
Saturday, August 26, 2023
Saturday, September 30, 2023
Saturday, November 4, 2023
Saturday, December 2, 2023

Please RSVP at:
https://uarizona.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_eLKJSY2DBhg9AuG

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant # 1950129. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.